We verified that purely motor differences between 1st reward and repetition feedbacks were unlikely to produce the advantage of timing sensitivity for decoding. After target touch, arm-movements were largely a return from the target to the central 'lever' button occurring after gaze-shift. We therefore focused the analysis on eye movements, which were monitored with an infrared system (Iscan Inc., USA). We aimed at finding a threshold on the derivative of the recorded eye position which could define an eye movement. We filtered the signal with a gaussian of standard deviation 9 ms (changing this value by a few ms was not critical, see [1] for a similar approach). We then built a distribution of filtered eye-position derivatives, using peri-choice-saccade (0.1 s before to 0.5 s after targets onset) and post-reward (until +1 s) data, separately in X and Y. Distributions were gaussian-like supplemented with outliers (long tails). We used the threshold at which the data significantly differed from a gaussian — determined using the Grubbs Test implemented in the matlab file exchange function deleteoutliers [2] — to detect a movement in either X or Y. These X and Y thresholds matched well 'intuitive' saccade detection when we examined a large subset of traces. Note that we did not differentiate between saccades and blinks (which both result in large derivative values of the recorded eye position), because they can trigger spiking in the same area [3]. For simplicity, we use the expression 'eye movement' to refer to any threshold crossing for recorded eye speed.

We characterized the eye motor activity between the go signal for target touch (occurring after target fixation) and 1s post-reward. Monkey P was very often breaking fixation before reward time (not shown), while monkey M was often maintaining fixation after reward time (S6 a Fig.). In both monkeys, differences could be seen between 1st reward and repetition (e.g. in the number of saccades, latency of first saccade following the reward, see S6 a,b Fig. for monkey M). Note that while these differences accumulated earlier in monkey P in general, the advantage of temporal sensitivity for decoding appears rather slightly stronger in monkey M (Fig. 4). Note also that eye-movements may be correlated to attention and cognitive processing [4], a phenomenon which seemed to occur for late eye-shifts in monkey M. Indeed, trials with late post-first-reward 1st eye movement often led to a shorter response time of the monkey at the following trial (S6 c Fig.). Therefore, a correlation between these late saccades and neural activity would still be compatible with a cognitive correlate of the discharge.

We focused on monkey M which behavior allowed us to decode trials without any saccade or blink detected between the fixation period and the end of the analysis window (S6 d,e,i Fig.), or between the fixation period and 300 ms after the end of the analysis window (S6 f,g,j Fig.). This delay of 300 ms was chosen because it is likely to eliminate preparation activity directly triggering saccades (as the activity occurring, e.g., in the FEF [5]). We also excluded rare trials when, between saccade and reward time, the gaze had slowly drifted by more than one third of the inter-target difference. Because hand movements were almost always occurring after gaze shift, this process also minimized them. Beside, we stress that even though removing trials according to eye movements detection could induce some more pronounced differences in the proportion of the different targets between 1st reward and repetition, this was very unlikely to favor purely motor-based classification, as target reach probably happened too early (600 ms before the start of the analysis window) to still influence spiking.

Therefore, our trial-removal process would strongly reduce the advantage of temporal sensitivity for decoding if this advantage was reflecting motor-feedback activity (or premotor activity when the first movement occurs later than 300ms after the end of the analysis window). However, we found that removing putative motor-feedback or premotor activity until 600 ms post-feedback did not decrease the advantage of temporal sensitivity for decoding.
(see S6 Fig. for full results). This strongly suggests that the advantage of temporal sensitivity for decoding was not linked to purely motor correlates in dACC spiking.

Note that eye-movement data were only available in 38 significant neurons among the 61 from monkey M in main text Fig. 4a left. Note also that the finite-sample bias should be similar between information values in eye-movement free data, and information values in data with identical number of trials (obtained through down-sampling, see S6 d,e,f,g Fig.). Therefore, this bias should not impact the comparison between these two types of information values (in S6 e,g Fig.). In addition, in order to consistently display bias-subtracted information in S6 d,f Fig. as in all figures of the manuscript, the finite-sample information bias was evaluated as the mean information in 1000 shuffle data sets for which eye-movement free trials were randomly permuted between task-epochs (Materials and Methods).
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